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SUMMARY 
The objective of this research is to model the 
appearance and behavior of combustion-generated ions in 
hydrocarbon flames. An understanding of ionic phenomena is 
important to the development of advanced combustion 
technology including electrical control of flame structure 
and suppression of soot formation. In addition, these 
simulations can provide a better understanding of the 
interaction of neutral and ionized species in combustion. 
Computer models have been developed to evaluate the 
formation and behavior of ions in acetylene flames. 
Acetylene flames have been chosen for this work because of 
large quantity of experimental data on these flames. The 
model contains reactions for fuel oxidation, pyrolysis, 
chemiionization, ion-molecule reactions and charge 
recombination. 
The computer code used for the solution of one-
dimensional laminar flame equations employs time integration 
based on the method of lines and time splitting techniques. 
An adaptive grid method has been incorporated to increase 
the efficiency of computations. 
The results of computations are compared to 
experimental data of other researchers. Several important 
qualitative features have been successfully modeled. Peak 
ion concentrations of 10' to 10^^ cm"^ are consistent with 
2 
experimental measurements. The ratio of large ions to small 
ions increases sharply as the flame is made richer. The 
build-up and decay rates of ions observed experimentally are 
predicted by the model. 
3 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Considerable success has been achieved recently in 
qualitative prediction of lean flame structure for a variety 
of simple hydrocarbon fuels [1-7]. Ionic species are not 
included in any of these models despite their well 
documented presence in flames [8-10]. It is generally 
assumed that the relatively low concentrations of ions have 
little effect on the oxidation mechanism supporting the 
flame; inclusion of ions would unduly complicate the models. 
However, a description of ionic processes in flames may 
prove important to a number of combustion phenomena. 
Ionization in flames has long been associated with 
nonequilibrium processes of excited species [11-13]; an 
understanding of ionization may promote an understanding of 
energetic processes in reactive flows. Suggestions for 
controlling flames and suppressing soot formation with 
electrical fields [14] depend on an understanding of 
ionization phenomena. It has also been suggested that ionic 
mechanisms are responsible for soot nucleation in flames 
[15]. 
Experimental investigations over several years have 
revealed the major features of ionic structure in flames. 
Ion concentrations are far in excess of what can be 
accounted for by thermal ionization. Ions in lean and 
close-to-stoichiometric hydrocarbon flames are thought to 
4 
arise from the chemiionization reaction [16] 
CH + 0 ^  CHO+ + e- (Rl) 
However, CHO+ is not the dominant ion in flames because it 
is rapidly consumed by proton transfer and charge transfer 
reactions. 
The dominant ion in lean flames is , which is 
thought to be created by the proton transfer reaction 
[17-18] 
CHO+ + CHjCO =» + CO (R2) 
As the equivalence ratio approaches unity, becomes 
dominant. is assumed to be the product of the proton 
transfer reaction [17-18] 
CHO+ + H^O => H,0+ + CO (R3) 
As the flame is made rich the dominant ion becomes . 
The source of this ion is not clear. Charge transfer from 
C^H^O* could produce C^H* by the reaction [18-19] 
CjHjO^ + C,H, => C,H; + CO + H, (R4) 
Another possibility is a series of charge transfer reactions 
starting from CHO+ [18-19] : 
CHO+ + CHjO =» CO + CH,0+ (R5) 
CH,0+ + C,H, => CjH; + HjO (R6) 
These reactions are generally accepted for lean and 
stoichiometric flames, but the requirement of oxygenated 
5 
species makes the mechanism unlikely for very rich or 
pyrolytic conditions. Under oxygen poor conditions, in 
addition to reaction (Rl), the following reactions have been 
suggested to account for observed total ion concentrations 
[8-9, 20-22] 
CH* + 0 => CHO+ + e" (R7) 
CH* + C,H, => CJH; + e" (R8) 
+ CH3 => C3H; + e" (R9) 
However, none of these reactions has been ascertained. The 
major difficulty with reactions (R7-R9) is that neither the 
chemistry of electronically excited CH nor has been 
identified sufficiently to allow modelling. 
The source of ions larger than C^H^O* is an unresolved 
question. It seems likely that ions at the lower end of the 
mass range grow by addition of unsaturated, neutral 
hydrocarbons [15, 23, 24]. Examples of such reactions 
include 
C3H; + C,H, => CjH; (RIO) 
C3H; + C,H, => CjH; + C,H, (RID 
The one-dimensional, laminar flames are described by 
conservation equations for mass, species, and energy. For 
low Mach numbers, pressure is approximately constant and a 
conservation equation for momentum is not required. For N 
chemically reacting species there results (N+1) simultaneous 
partial differential equations. Due to fast, gas-phase 
6 
chemical reactions, the resulting system constitutes a stiff 
set of equations. Numerical techniques have been fairly 
well advanced to perform such computations [25]. 
The objective of the present study is to predict the 
behavior of ions in acetylene flames. Computer models have 
been developed to evaluate ionic phenomena from lean to 
moderately rich conditions. The model contains reactions 
for oxidation, pyrolysis, chemiionization, ion-molecule 
reactions and charge recombination. The results of 
simulations are compared to experimental data available in 
the literature. 
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2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
2.1. Chemical Kinetics 
A set of chemical reactions describing the rate of 
appearance and disappearance of neutral and ionic species in 
hydrocarbon flames must include reactions for fuel 
oxidation, chemiionization, proton transfer, ion-molecule 
reactions, and charge recombination. In acetylene flames 
neutral species as well as ionic chemistry depend strongly 
on stoichiometry [15, 26-27]. In close-to-stoichiometric 
acetylene flames oxygenated neutral species and ions 
dominate, while in fuel-rich conditions heavy condensation 
products and polyacetylenes gain importance [28]. 
Furthermore, most of the oxygenated ions are replaced by 
heavy hydrocarbon ions as the flame is made richer [24]. It 
is possible to prepare a comprehensive mechanism by 
including all possible species over a wide range of 
stoichiometrics but the cost of such computations generally 
limit the number of species included in the model. For this 
reason, distinct models have been prepared for close-to-
stoichiometric and rich acetylene flame to investigate ionic 
phenomena. These models are discussed in the following 
sections. 
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2.1.1. Close-to-stoichiometric acetylene flames 
2.1.1.1. Neutral species mechanisms The 
oxidation/pyrolysis mechanism for close-to-stoichiometric 
acetylene flame model is an extension of the mechanism 
developed by Miller et al. [6]. Their mechanism accurately 
predicts the behavior of important neutral species from lean 
to moderately rich acetylene flames; however, they do not 
include several neutral species that may be important to ion 
chemistry at close-to-stoichiometric conditions [15]. In 
particular, the species CH,, C, CH^OH, C^H^, C,H, and 
were excluded. The present model incorporates the chemistry 
of these species into the neutral species mechanism. 
Forward rate coefficients for these new reactions were taken 
from references [29-30]. 
2.1.1.2. Ionic mechanisms Chemiionization is 
assumed to occur exclusively by the reaction CH + 0 ^  CHO* + 
e". CHO* ions produced by this reaction are assumed to be 
the source of all other ions found in the flames. Other 
ions included in the model are: H^O*, CH*, CH^O*, CH^O*, 
CH,0+, C,HO+, C,H;, C^h;, and C,H;. Although 
other ions are observed experimentally, they are typically 
at much lower concentrations in the flames to be simulated. 
Rate coefficients have been measured for only a limited 
number of ion-molecule reactions relevant to acetylene 
combustion [31-34]. In the absence of experimental data. 
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rate coefficients were estimated from the average dipole 
orientation (ADO) theory [35-37]. For nonpolar molecules 
the capture rate coefficient reduces to the Langevin 
collision rate [38]. Comparisons between available 
experimental rate coefficients for ion-molecule reactions 
[31-34] and the Langevin equation appear to be very good. 
The Langevin theory predicts a temperature independent 
reaction rate coefficient for reaction of nonpolar molecules 
with ions. The (ADO) theory, on the other hand, predicts a 
temperature-dependent rate coefficient for polar molecules, 
although the effect is rather small. For computational 
convenience, temperature-dependent rate coefficients 
calculated from ADO theory were correlated to the parametric 
rate expression; 
k = A T-" (1) 
The parameter, n, ranged from 0.006 to 0.09 for reactions 
included in the kinetic mechanism. If experimental rate 
coefficients were available at a particular temperature, Eq. 
(1) was used to scale the rate coefficients to other 
temperatures. 
It is necessary to account for the formation of neutral 
species from ions. Dissociative-recombination reactions for 
CJH;, H,0+, and C^HjO^ of the form 
MH* + e" =» M + H 
10 
have been included. Reaction rate coefficients were 
estimated from the experimental data of Biondi et al. [39] 
with a temperature dependence [40]. Dissociative-
recombination reactions are expected for the other flame 
ions [41] but insufficient data on reaction products made it 
necessary to model these reactions by irreversible processes 
in the form 
A+ + e" ^ products 
Three-body recombination reactions are included; 
A+ + e" + M ^ A + M 
where M is a collision partner. The most efficient 
collision partners are electrons. In this case the charge 
recombination rate coefficients can be calculated from 
reference [42] as follows: 
k = 3.954 • 10:9 t ^ / 2 (cm* mole'i sec'M (2) 
It is assumed that electrons are the only negatively 
charged particles in the flames. Although negative ions are 
observed in flames, it is thought that most of the negative 
charge consists of free electrons, especially downstream of 
the reaction zone [43-44]. Also, most of the negative ions 
are thought to originate in electron attachment processes 
and have little interaction with positive ion chemistry 
[44]. Electrons are treated as an ideal gas. 
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The complete mechanism is given in Table 1. Reactions 
1 to 100 are the original oxidation mechanism devised by 
Miller et al. [6]. All backward rate coefficients were 
calculated from equilibrium constants using thermochemical 
data. 
2.1.2. Rich flames 
2.1.2.1. Neutral species mechanisms Basic oxidation 
reactions of acetylene have been incorporated with CO/O, 
mechanism of Warnatz [29], and H^/O^ mechanism of Glarborg 
et al. [45] to form the core of the model. Pyrolysis 
reactions and chemistry related with polyacetylenes have 
been incorporated from variety of sources [6, 46-47]. 
Special attention has been paid to , C^H^, 
and C+H, formation and oxidation reactions by making use of 
recent experimental data [48]. 
2.1.2.2. Ionic mechanisms Four possible chemi-
ionization reactions have been included in the model. 
CH + 0 => CHO+ + e" 
CH* + 0 =» CHO+ + e" 
CH* + =» CJH; + e-
C, + CH3 => c,H; + e-
lons other than and CHO+ are assumed to be produced by 
either proton transfer reactions or by series of ion-
molecule reactions, i.e.. 
TABLE 1. Reaction Mechanism for Close-to-Stoichiometric Acetylene Flames 
Reaction rates in cm^ mole sec kcal units, 
k = a'T"exp(-Ea/RT) 
Forward rate 
R E A C T I O N  l o g ( A )  n  E g  
1 C2H2 + 0 = CH2 + CO 10.34 1.0000 2.58 
2 C2H2 + 0 = HCCO + H 4.55 2.7000 1.39 
3 C2H20H + H = CH2C0 + H2 13.30 0.0000 4.00 
4 C2H20H + 0 = CH2C0 + OH 13.30 0.0000 4.00 
5 C2H20H + OH = CH2C0 + H20 13.00 0.0000 2.00 
6 C2H20H + 02 = CH2C0 + H02 12.30 0.0000 10.00 
7 C2H20H = CH2C0 + H 15.70 0.0000 28.00 
8 C2H2 + OH = C2H20H 11.83 0.0000 0.23 
9 C2H2 + OH = CH2C0 + H 11.51 0.0000 0.20 
10 C2H + H2 = C2H2 + H 6.61 2.3900 0.86 
11 H + C2H2 = C2H3 12.74 0.0000 2.41 
12 C2H3 + H = C2H2 + H2 12.78 0.0000 0.00 
13 C2H3 + 02 = C2H2 + H02 13.20 0.0000 10.00 
14 C2H3 + 0 = CH2C0 + H 13.52 0.0000 0.00 
15 C2H3 + OH = C2H2 + H20 12.70 0.0000 0.00 
16 CH2C0 + OH = CH20 + CHO 13.45 0.0000 0.00 
17 CH20 + OH = CHO + H20 12.88 0.0000 0.17 
18 CH20 + H = CHO + H2 14.52 0.0000 10.50 
19 CH20 + M = CHO + H + M 16.52 0.0000 81.00 
20 CH20 + 0 = CHO + OH 13.26 0.0000 3.08 
21 CHO + OH = CO + H20 12.70 0.0000 0.00 
22 C H O  + M = H + C O + M  14.20 0.0000 14.70 
23 CHO + H = CO + H2 13.60 0.0000 0.00 
24 CHO + 0 = OH + CO 13.00 0.0000 0.00 
25 CHO + 02 = H02 + CO 12.48 0.0000 0.00 
26 CH2 + 02 = C02 + H2 11.84 0.0000 0.50 
27 CH2 + 02 = C02 + H + H 12.20 0.0000 1.00 
28 CH2 + 02 = CO + H20 10.27 0.0000 -1.00 
29 CH2 + 02 = CO + OH + H 10.94 0.0000 -0.50 
30 CH2 + 02 = CHO + OH 10.64 0.0000 -0.50 
31 CO + 0 + M = C02 + M 13.51 0.0000 . -4.20 
32 CO + OH = C02 + H 
33 CO + 02 = C02 + 0 
34 C2H2 + OH = C2H + H20 
35 C2H2 + 0 = C2H + OH 
36 C2H + 02 = HCCO + 0 
37 C2H2 + C2H2 = C4H3 + H 
38 C4H3 + M = C4H2 + H + M 
39 C2H2 + C2H = C4H2 + H 
40 CH2 + 0 = CH + OH 
4 1  C H 2  + 0 = C 0 + H + H  
42 CH2 + C2H2 = C3H3 + H 
43 CH2 + H = CH + H2 
44 CH2 + OH = CH + H20 
45 CH + 02 = CHO + 0 
46 CH3 + 02 = CH30 + G 
47 CH3 + 02 = CH20 + OH 
48 CH30 + M = CH20 + H + M 
49 CH30 + H = CH20 + H2 
50 CH30 + OH = CH20 + H20 
51 CH30 + 0 = CH20 + OH 
52 CH30 + 02 = CH20 + H02 
53 CH3 + O = CH20 + H 
54 CH3 + OH = CH20 + H2 
55 C2H2 + 02 = HCCO + OH 
56 CH2C0 + M = CH2 + CO + M 
57 C2H2 + M = C2H + H + M 
58 CH2C0 + H = HCCO + H2 
59 CH2C0 + OH = HCCO + H20 
60 CH2C0 + O = HCCO + OH 
61 CH2C0 + H = CH3 + CO 
62 CH2C0 + O = CH30 + CO 
63 HCCO + OH = CHO + H + CO 
64 H + HCCO = CH2 + CO 
65 HCCO + 02 = CO 4 CO + OH 
66 0 + HCCO = H + CO + CO 
67 C2H + 0 = CH + CO 
68 C2H + OH = HCCO + H 
69 C2H + C2H3 = C2H2 + C2H2 
70 CH2 + CH2 = C2H2 + H2 
71 CH2 + HCCO = C2H3 + CO 
72 CH2 + HCCO = CH20 + C2H 
73 HCCO + HCCO = C2H2 + CO + CO 
74 CH2 + C2H3 = CH3 + C2H2 
75 C4H2 + OH = CHO + C3H2 
76 C4H2 + 0 = CO + C3H2 
77 OH + C4H2 = C4H20H 
7.18 1 
13.20 0 
12.78 0 
15.50 -0 
13.70 0 
12.30 0 
16.00 0 
13.48 0 
13.70 0 
13.89 0 
12.00 0 
17.86 -1 
13.65 0 
13.00 0 
12.85 0 
13.72 0 
14.30 0 
13.30 0 
13.00 0 
13.00 0 
10.80 0 
13.83 0 
12.88 0 
8.30 1 
16.30 0 
16.62 0 
13.88 0 
12.88 0 
13.70 0 
13.05 0 
13.30 0 
13.00 0 
13.70 0 
12.16 0 
13.53 0 
13.70 0 
13.30 0 
13.48 0 
13.60 0 
13.48 0 
13.00 0 
13.00 0 
13.48 0 
13.48 0 
12.08 0 
13.00 0 
7.00 
15.00 
1.50 
45.90 
59.70 
0 . 0 0  
12.00 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
3.00 
0 . 0 0  
25.65 
34.57 
2 0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
2 . 6 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
30.10 
6 0 . 0 0  
107.00 
8.00 
3.00 
8.00 
3.43 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
2.50 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
2 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
3000 
0000 
0000 
6000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
5600 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
5000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
TABLE 1. (continued) 
Reaction rates in cm^ mole sec kcal units, 
k = A T^exp(-Eg/RT) 
1 
Forward rate 
R E A C T I O N  log(A) n Ea 
78 H + C4H20H = C4H2 + H20 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
79 H + C2H20H = C2H2 + H20 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
80 H + C3H3 = C3H4 13.30 0.0000 0.00 
81 H02 + CO = C02 + OH 13.76 0.0000 22.93 
82 H2 + 02 = OH + OH 13.23 0.0000 47.78 
83 OH + H2 = H20 + H 9.07 1.3000 3.63 
84 H + 02 = OH + 0 16.71 -0.8160 16.51 
85 0 + H2 = OH + H 10.26 1.0000 8.83 
86 H + 02 + M = H02 + M 18.32 -1.0000 0.00 
87 H + 02 + 02 = H02 + 02 19.83 -1.4200 0.00 
88 H + 02 + N2 = H02 + N2 19.83 -1.4200 0.00 
89 OH + H02 = H20 + 02 13.70 0.0000 1.00 
90 H + H02 = OH + OH 14.40 0.0000 1.90 
91 0 + H02 = 02 + OH 13.68 0.0000 1.00 
92 OH + OH = 0 + H20 8.78 1.3000 0.00 
93 H 2 + M = H + H + M  12.35 0.5000 92.60 
94 0 2 + M = 0 + 0 + M  11.27 0.5000 95.56 
95 H + OH + M = H20 + M 23.88 -2.6000 0.00 
96 H + H02 = H2 + 02 13.40 0.0000 0.70 
97 H02 + H02 = H202 + 02 12.30 0.0000 0.00 
98 H202 + M = OH + OH + M 17.11 0.0000 45.50 
99 H202 + H = H02 + H2 12.20 0.0000 3.80 
100 H202 + OH = H20 + H02 13.00 0.0000 1.80 
101 CH3 + CH3 = C2H4 + H2 16.00 0.0000 32.03 
102 C2H4 + 0 = CHO + CH3 9.20 1.2000 0.74 
103 C2H4 + OH = C2H3 + H20 13.85 0.0000 3.01 
104 C2H4 + H = C2H3 + H2 14.18 0.0000 10.20 
105 CH4 + H = CH3 + H2 4.34 3.0000 8.75 
106 CH3 + H2 = CH4 + H 2.82 3.0000 7.74 
107 CH4 + 0 = CH3 + OH 7.08 2.1000 7.62 
108 CH3 + OH = CH4 + 0 5.11 2.1000 4.68 
109 CH4 + OH = CH3 + H20 6.20 2.1000 2.46 
110 CH3 + H20 = CH4 + OH 5.46 2.1000 16.80 
111 CH3 + H + M = CH4 + M 
112 CH4 + CH30 = CH30H + CH3 
113 CH20 + CH30 = CH30H + CHO 
114 CH30H + CH20 = CH30 + CH30 
115 CH30H + M = CH3 + OH + M 
116 CH30H + H = CH3 + H20 
117 CH + C2H2 + M = C3H3 + M 
118 C3H4 + H = CH3 + C2H2 
119 C3H4 + OH = CHO + C2H4 
120 C4H2 + H = C4H + H2 
121 C2H + C4H2 = C6H2 + H 
122 C6H2 + H = C2H + C4H2 
123 C4H + C2H2 = C6H2 + H 
124 C6H2 + H = PRODUCTS 
125 C6H2 + OH = PRODUCTS 
126 CH2 + CH = C2H2 + H 
127 CH + H = C + H2 
128 CH + 0 = CO + H 
129 CH + OH = CHO + H 
130 CH + C02 = CHO + CO 
131 CH + CH3 = C2H3 + H 
132 CH + CH4 = C2H4 + H 
133 CH + C2H2 = C3H2 + H 
134 CH + C2H4 = PRODUCTS 
135 CH3 + H = CH2 + H2 
136 CH3 + OH = CH2 + H20 
137 C + OH = CO + H 
138 C + 02 = CO + 0 
139 C + C02 = CO + CO 
140 C + CH4 = CH + CH3 
141 C + CH3 = C2H2 + H 
142 C + CH2 = C2H + H 
143 CH30H + OH = PRODUCTS 
144 CH30H + G = PRODUCTS 
145 CH30H + H = PRODUCTS 
146 CH30H + CH3 = PRODUCTS 
147 CH30H + H02 = PRODUCTS 
148 C3H4 + OH = CH20 + C2H3 
149 C2H4 + C2H4 = PRODUCTS 
150 CH4 + H02 = CH3 + H202 
151 C3H2 + M = PRODUCTS 
152 C3H2 + C3H2 = PRODUCTS 
153 CH + 0 = (CHO+) + (E-) 
154 TCHO+T + H20 = (H30+) + CO 
155 (CHO+) + CH2 = (CH3+) + CO 
156 (H30+) + CH2 = (CH3+) + H20 
36.58 -7 
11.30 0 
10.43 0 
12.90 0 
18.48 0 
12.72 0 
13.28 0 
13.30 0 
12.70 0 
14.00 0 
13.54 0 
14.00 0 
13.54 0 
12.81 0 
13.48 0 
13.60 0 
14.18 0 
13.76 0 
13.48 0 
12.53 0 
13.48 0 
13.78 0 
14.11 0 
14.11 0 
13.95 0 
13.18 0 
13.70 0 
13.30 0 
8.78 0 
13.70 0 
13.70 0 
13.70 0 
5.33 0 
6.33 0 
5.97 û 
4.56 0 
5.81 0 
12.00 0 
14.70 0 
13.30 0 
15.00 0 
15.00 0 
11.40 0 
16.00 -0 
14.75 -0 
14.79 -0 
8.86 
7.00 
3.00 
79.57 
80.00 
5.34 
0 . 0 0  
2.39 
1.29 
2 0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
17.80 
0 . 0 0  
1.00 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0.69 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
15.10 
5.00 
0.00 
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
24.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.00 
2.29 
7.00 
9.80 
19.36 
0.00 
64.70 
18.00 
85.00 
35.00 
1.70 
0.00 
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
5000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0897 
0060 
0060 
TABLE 1. (continued) 
Reaction rates in cm^ mole sec kcal units, 
k = A T"exp(-Ea/RT) 
Forward rate 
R E A C T I O N  log(A) n Ea 
14.86 0.0000 0.00 
15.20 -0.0820 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
14.81 -0.0820 0.00 
14.87 -0.0070 0.00 
14.81 0.0000 0.00 
14.81 -0.0820 0.00 . 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
14.34 -0.0560 0.00 
14.81 -0.0820 0.00 
14.81 -0.0820 0.00 
15.85 0.0000 0.00 
15.06 -0.0897 0.00 
15.11 -0.0820 0.00 
14.70 0.0000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
15.06 -0.0897 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
15.10 -0.0480 0.00 
14.89 -0.0060 0.00 
14.85 0.0000 0.00 
14.60 -0.0100 0.00 
14.81 0.0000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
14.94 -0.0560 0.00 
14.84 0.0000 0.00 
15.05 -0.0897 0.00 
15.10 -0.0820 0.00 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
m 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
CH3+ 
,CH3 + 
CH3+ 
CH3+ 
CHO+ 
CHO+ 
C2H0+ 
CH30+ 
C2H0+ 
C2H0+ 
CHO+) 
CHO+), 
CH30+) 
CH30+ j 
CH30+) 
CHO+) 
CH30+ 
CH30+ 
CH30+ 
CH20+ 
CH20+ 
CH20+ 
CHO+" 
CHO+ 
CHO+ 
C2H3Ô+ 
C2H30+ 
C2H30+ 
C2H30+ 
CHO+T 
CH50+) 
CH50+) 
CH50+) 
H2 
H2 
+ C2H2 = (C3H3+) • 
+ ÇH20 = (C2H30+) +  
+ TE-Y = PRODUCTS , , 
+ (E-) + (E-) = CH3 + (E-) 
+ CH20 = (C2H0+) + H20 
+ C2H3 = (Ç2H0+) + CH3 
+ C2H2 = TC3H3+) + CO 
+ ÇH20 = (C2H0+) + H20 + H2 
+ TE-y = PRODUCTS 
+ (E-) + E-) = HCCO + (E-) 
+ CH30H = (CH30+) + CH20 
+ CH20 = (ÇH30+) t CO 
+ CH20 = TC2H30+) + H20 
+ C2H2 = (C3H3+) + H20 
+ H20 = (H30+) + CH20 
+ CH30 = (CH20+) + CH20 
+ H = (CH20+) + H2 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS , , 
+. (E-) + (E-T = CH30 + (B-) 
+ H20 = (H30+) + CHO 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS , , 
+ (E-) + (E-) = CH20 + (E-) 
+ CH2C0 7 (C2H30+) + CO 
+ CH3 = (C2H30+y + H 
+ CH4 = (Ç2H30+) + H2 
+ CH = TC3H3+) + OH 
+ Ç2H2 = TC3H3+) + CO + H2 
+ TE-T + (E-) = PRODUCTS 
+ (E-) = CH2C0 + H 
CH30H = (CH50+) + CO 
+ C2H2 = (C3H3+) + H20 + H2 
+ H20 = (H30+) + CH30H 
+ CH20 = (C2H30+) + H20 + H2 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
ill 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
CH50+ 
CH50+ 
CHO+j 
H30+) 
C3H3+ 
C3H3+ 
C3H3+ 
C3H3+ 
C3H3+ 
C3H3+ 
C3H3+ 
C3H3+ 
,C3H3+ 
,H30+j 
H30+) 
CHO+) 
C5H3+ 
C5H3+ 
,C5H3+ 
,C5H5+ 
,C5H5+ 
C5H5+ 
C5H5+ 
C7H5+ 
C7H5+ 
I : !E:| 
+ C3H2 
+ C3H2 
+ OH = 
+ C2H2 
+ C2H4 
+ C2H2 
+ C2H 
+ C4H2 
:4H2 
= PRODUCTS 
+ (E-T = PRODUCTS 
+ CO 
+ H20 
C2H3 
= (C3H3+) 
= (C3H3+) 
(CHO+) +, 
= (C5H5+ 
= (C5H5+ 
=,(C5H3+; 
= (C5H3+) + C2H2, 
+ (E-) = C3H3 + (E 
= C3H2 + H 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
= H20 + H , ^ 
+ (E-) = CHO + (E-) 
= TC7H5+) 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
= PRODUCTS 
= (C7H5+) + H2 
= (C7H5+) + C2H2 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
= PRODUCTS 
+ (E-T = PRODUCTS 
= PRODUCTS 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
14.47 -0 
14.53 -0 
14.81 -0 
14.16 0 
14.82 0 
14.76 0 
14.80 -0 
14.48 0 
14.65 0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
14.33 0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
13.74 0 
14.84 0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
0.00 
5000 
5000 
0050 
0050 
0740 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0060 
0000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
0000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
i l  
29 
30 
31 
2. Reaction Mechanism for Rich - Acetylene Flames 
Reaction rates in cm^ mole sec kcal units, 
k = A T"exp(-Ea/RT) 
Forward rate 
R E A C T I O N  log(A) n Ea 
C + OH = CO + H 13.70 0.0000 0.00 
C + 02 = CO + 0 13.30 0.0000 0.00 
C + C02 = CO + CO 8.78 0.0000 0.00 
C + CH3 = C2H2 + H 13.70 0.0000 0.00 
C + CH2 = C2H + H 13.70 0.0000 0.00 
CH + C2H2 + M = C3H3 + M 13.28 0.0000 0.00 
CH + H = C + H2 14.18 0.0000 0.00 
CH + 0 = CO + H 13.76 0.0000 0.00 
CH + CH3 = C2H3 + H 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
CH + C2H2 = C3H2 + H 14.11 0.0000 0.00 
CH + OH = C + H20 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
CH + 02 = CO + OH 11.13 0.6700 25.70 
CH + 02 = CHO + 0 13.00 0.0000 0.00 
C2 + M = C + C + M 12.00 0.0000 100.00 
C2 + OH = (CH*) + CO 12.53 0.0000 0.00 
(CH* + H = C + H2 14.18 0.0000 0.00 
,CH* + 0 = CO + H 13.76 0.0000 0.00 
1 CH* 1 + OH = C + H20 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
1 CH*, + CH3 = C2H3 + H 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
1 CH*, + M = CH + M 10.60 0.5000 0.00 
(CH*, = CH 6.28 0.0000 0.00 
i,CH*, + 02 = CO + OH 14.13 0.6700 25.70 
1 CH*. + 02 = CHO + 0 16.00 0.0000 0.00 
C2H2 + 0 = CH2 + CO 8.61 1.5000 1.70 
C2H2 + 0 = C2H + OH 15.50 —0.6000 15.00 
C2H2 + OH = C2H + H20 12.78 0.0000 7.00 
C2H2 + 0 = HCCO + H 4.55 2.7000 1.39 
C2H2 + OH = CH2C0 + H 11.51 0.0000 0.20 
C2H2 + M = C2H + H + M 16.62 0.0000 107.00 
C2H2 + C2H2 = C4H3 + H 12.30 0.0000 45.88 
C2H2 + H = C2H3 12.74 0.0000 2.41 
i 
36 \l 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
ïl 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
if 
58 II 
61 
63 
64 
II 
II 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H 
C2H3 
C2H3 
C2H3 
C2H3 
C2H3 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2 
CH2C0 
CH2C0 
CH2C0 
CH2C0 
CH2C0 
02 = HCCO + 0 
OH = HCCO + H 
H2 = C2H2 + H 
0 = CH + CO 
C2H3 = C2H2 + C2H2 
C2H2 = C4H2 + H 
C4H4 = C2H2 + C4H3 
C4H2 = C6H2 + H 
C6H2 = C8H2 + H 
M = C2 
H = C2 
+ H + M 
+ H2 
OH = Ç2 + H20 
02 = (CH*) + C02 
0 = (CH*) + CO 
+ 0 = CH2C0 + H 
+ H = C2H2 + H2 
+ 02 = C2H2 + H02 
+ OH = C2H2 + H20 
+ C2H2 = C4H4 + H 
HCCO = C2H3 + CO 
02 = C02 + H2 
02 = C02 + H + H 
02 = CO + H20 
02 = CO + OH + H 
0 = CH + OH 
0 = CO + H + H 
C2H2 = C3H3 + H 
H = CH + H2 
OH = CH + H20 
CH2 = C2H2 + H2 
C2H3 = CH3 + C2H2 
CH = C2H2 + H 
+ M = CH2 + CO + M 
+ H = HCCO + H2 
+ OH = HCCO + H20 
+ 0 = HCCO + OH 
+ H = CH3 + CO 
HCCO + 02 = CO + CO + OH 
HCCO + HCCO = C2H2 + CO + 
HCCO + H = CH2 + CO 
HCCO + 0 = H + CO + CO 
CH3 + H = CH2 + H2 
CH3 + OH = CH2 + H20 
CH3 + 0 = CH20 + H 
CH20 + H = CHO + H2 
CH20 + O = CHO + OH 
CO 
13.70 0 
13.30 0 
13.18 0 
13.70 0 
13.48 0 
13.60 0 
13.60 0 
13.60 0 
12.00 0 
16.67 0 
12.00 0 
12.00 0 
15.65 0 
11.85 0 
13.52 0 
12.78 0 
13.20 0 
12.70 0 
13.20 0 
13.48 0 
11.84 0 
12.20 0 
10.27 0 
10.94 0 
13.70 0 
13.89 0 
12.00 0 
17.86 -1 
13.65 0 
13.60 0 
13.48 0 
13.60 0 
16.30 0 
13.88 0 
12.88 0 
13.70 0 
13.05 0 
12.16 0 
13.00 0 
13.70 0 
13.53 0 
13.95 0 
13.18 0 
13.85 0 
13.40 0 
13.54 0 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
124.00 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
25.00 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
10.00 
0.00 
25.00 
0 . 0 0  
0.50 
1.00 
-1.00 
-0.50 
12.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
3.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 0 0  
6 0 . 0 0  
8.00 
3.00 
8.00 
3.43 
2.50 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
2 . 0 0  
15.10 
5.00 
0 . 0 0  
3.99 
3.51 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
5600 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
TABLE 2. (continued) 
Reaction rates in cm^ mole sec kcal units, 
k = A T"exp(-Ea/RT) 
Forward rate 
R E A C T I O N  log(A) n Ea 
78 CH20 + OH = CHO + H20 13.48 0.0000 1.19 
79 CHO + H = CO + H2 14.38 0.0000 0.00 
80 CHO + 0 = CO + OH 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
81 CHO + OH = CO + H20 13.70 0.0000 0.00 
82 CHO + 02 = CO + H02 13.48 0.0000 0.00 
83 C H O  + M =  C O  + H + M  14.20 0.0000 14.70 
84 CO + 0 + M = C02 + M 13.51 0.0000 -4.20 
85 CO + OH = C02 + H 6.64 1.5000 -0.74 
86 CO + 02 = C02 + 0 13.20 0.0000 41.00 
87 CO + H02 = C02 + OH 13.76 0.0000 22.93 
88 C3H3 + H = C3H4 13.30 0.0000 0.00 
89 C3H3 + 0 = C3H2 + OH 12.51 0.0000 0.00 
90 C3H3 + OH = CH20 + C2H2 11.70 0.0000 0.00 
91 C3H4 + H = CH3 + C2H2 13.30 0.0000 2.39 
92 C3H4 + OH = PRODUCTS 6.00 0.0000 1.30 
93 C3H2 + 0 = C2H + CHO 13.83 0.0000 0.00 
94 C3H2 + OH = C2H2 + CHO 13.83 0.0000 0.00 
95 C3H2 + H + M = C3H3 + M 15.00 0.0000 0.00 
96 C4H3 + H + M = C4H4 + M 15.00 0.0000 0.00 
97 C4H3 + M = C4H2 + H + M 16.00 0.0000 59.74 
98 C4H2 + M = C4H + H + M 17.54 0.0000 80.00 
99 C4H + C2H2 = C6H2 + H 13.60 0.0000 0.00 
100 C6H + C2H2 = C8H2 + H 12.00 0.0000 0.00 
101 C4H2 + C4H = C8H2 + H 12.00 0.0000 0.00 
102 C6H2 + M = C6H + H + M 16.70 0.0000 80.00 
103 H + 02 = 0 + OH 16.71 -0.8200 16.51 
104 H2 + 0 = H + OH 10.26 1.0000 8.83 
105 H2 + OH = H20 + H 9.08 1.3000 3.63 
106 OH + OH = H20 + 0 8.78 1.3000 0.00 
107 H + OH + M = H20 + M 23.88 -2.6000 0.00 
108 0 2 + M = 0 + 0 + M  11.28 0.5000 95.56 
109 H + H + M = H 2 + M  18.00 -1.0000 0.00 
110 H + H + H2 = H2 + H2 16.96 -0.6000 0.00 
112 
iîl 
115 li'i 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
ii^2 
HI 
ill 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
H + H + H20 = H2 + H20 
H + H + C02 = H2 + C02 
H2 + 02 = OH + OH 
H + 02 + M = H02 + M 
H + 02 + 02 = H02 + 02 
H + 02 + M = H02 + M 
H02 + H = H2 + 02 
H02 + H = OH + OH 
H02 + O = OH + 02 
H02 + OH = H20 + 02 
H02 + H02 = H202 + 02 
H202 + M = OH + OH + M 
H202 + H = H02 + H2 
H202 + OH = H20 + H02^ ÇH +0 = (CHO+y +,(E-) ^ TCH*) + 0 = (CHO+) + (E-) 
Ç2 + CH3 = (C3H3+) + (E-) 
H20 = TH30+) + CO 
CH2 = (CH3+) + CO 
ÇH3+) t H20 
TC3H3+ + H2 
(C4H5+) + H2 
(C5H5+) + H2 
ÇH2 + H , ^ TE-) = CH3 + (E-) 
(Ç2H3+) + CO 
C2H3+ 
CHO+ 
CHO+ 
H30+ 
CH3+ 
CH3+ 
CH3+ 
CH3+ 
CH3+ 
CHO+ 
C5H5+ 
C2H3+ 
C2H3+ 
C2H3+ 
C2H3+ 
C2H3+ 
CHO+) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
CH2 = 
C2H2 
C3H4 
fl 
C2H2 
+ C2H2 = 
+ C4H4 = 
+ C3H2 = 
+ Ç6H2 = 
+ TE-T = Ç2H2 
+ (E-) + 
. + C3H2 = 
C2H3+) + H20 = 
H30+) + C3H2 = 
H30+) + C6H2 = 
C6H3+) + (E-) = 
C6H3+) + (E-) + 
C4H5+ 
C3H3+ 
Ç6H3+: 
+ H 
C3H4 
C2H2 
C2H2 
C2H2 
H30+ 
H30+ 
H30+ 
CHO+.^ 
C3H3+) 
C5H5+) 
(E-) = C2H3 + (E-
C3H3+) + CO 
H30+) + C2H2 
C3H3+) + H20 
C6H3+) + H20 
Ç6H2 + H TE-) = PRODUCTS 
+ Ç4H4 = (C4H5+) + H20 
+ TE-) + (E-) = PRODUCTS 
+ (E-) = H20 + H 
+ C2H3 = (Ç3H3+) + OH 
+ C3H4 = TC4H5+) + C2H2 
+ C2H2 = (C4H5+) + C3H2 
19.78 — 1 
20.74 -2 
13.23 0 
18.32 -1 
19.83 -1 
19.83 -1 
13.40 0 
14.40 0 
13.68 0 
13.70 0 
12.30 0 
17.08 0 
12.23 0 
13.00 0 
11.40 0 
14.70 0 
39.60 -4 
11.30 0 
10.00 0 
16.00 -0 
14.75 -0 
14.79 -0 
14.86 0 
15.00 0 
15.04 0 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
14.85 0 
14.78 0 
14.95 0 
14.89 0 
14.98 0 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
14.86 -0 
15.84 0 
14.93 -0 
15.03 0 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
15.00 0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
14.88 -0 
14.87 0 
14.78 0 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
47.78 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0.70 
1.90 
1.00 
1.00 
0.00 
45.50 
3.75 
1.80 
1.70 
1.70 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2500 
0000 
0000 
0000 
4200 
4200 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
5000 
0000 
0000 
0897 
0060 
0060 
0000 
0000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
0044 
0000 
0044 
0000 
5000 
5000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
0740 
0000 
0000 
TABLE 2. (continued) 
Reaction rates in cm^ mole sec kcal units, 
k = A T"exp(-Ea/RT) 
Forward rate 
R E A C T I O N  log(A) n Ea 
14.77 0.0000 0.00 
14.84 0.0000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
14.78 0.0000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
14.78 0.0000 0.00 
14.90 0.0000 0.00 
14.82 0.0000 0.00 
14.77 0.0000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
14.82 0.0000 0.00 
14.84 0.0000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
14.96 0.0000 0.00 
14.77 0.0000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
14.96 0.0000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
14.96 0.0000 0.00 
14.76 • 0.0000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
14.81 0.0000 0.00 
14.81 0.0000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
18.36 -0.5000 0.00 
39.60 -4.5000 0.00 
157 C6H7+ + 
158 C4H5+ + 
159 C4H5+ + 
160 ,C4H5+ + 
161 ,C5H5+ + 
162 C3H3+ + 
163 C3H3+ 1 + 
164 C3H3+; + 
165 ,C5H3+ + 
166 C7H5+ + 
167 C5H3+ + 
168 ,C5H3+ + 
169 ,C5H5+ + 
170 ,C5H5+ + 
171 C5H5+ + 
172 C5H5+ + 
173 C7H3+ + 
174 C7H3+, + 
175 C7H3+, + 
176 C7H3+, + 
177 C7H5+ + 
178 X7H5+, + 
179 C7H5+, + 
180 . .C9H3+, + 
181 C9H3+, + 
182 C9H3+, + 
183 C9H3+, + 
184 C6H5+, + 
185 C6H5+, + 
186 C9H9+, + 
187 C9H9+ + 
188 C6H5+, + 
189 C6H5+. + 
T
: ii:i 
C2H2 
(E-) 
C2H2 
(C4H5+) + C4H4 
(C7H7+) + H2 
C4H4 + H 
E-) = PRODUCTS 
C3H3+) + C4H4 
E-) = 
C5H3+ 
C5H3+ 
C6H5+ 
C5H3 + 
3") + 
:2H2 
12 = 
:li:î 
C3H3 + 
+ H2 
+ C2H2 
+ C2H2 
+ C4H4 
E-) = PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTS 
(C6H7+) + C2H2 
C7H5+) + C2H2 
(E-) = PRODUCTS 
= PRODUCTS 
(C3H3+) + C4H2 
= (C3H3+) + C6H2 
= PRODUCTS 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
(C3H3+) + C4H4 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
= PRODUCTS 
(C3H3+) + C6H2 
= (C3H3+) + C8H2 
= PRODUCTS 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
= (C7H7+) + C2H2 
= (C9H9+) + H2 
= PRODUCTS 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
= PRODUCTS 
+ (E-) = PRODUCTS 
(E-) 
190 C3H3+ + 
191 ,C8H9+ + 
192 C8H9+ + 
193 ,C8H9+^ + 
194 C8H9+ + 
195 C7H7+ + 
196 C4H5+ + 
197 ,C10H9+) 
198 C10H9+) 
199 ,C7H7+ + 
200 ,C7H7+ + 
201 ,C6H7+ 1 + 
202 C9H7+ + 
203 C9H7 + + 
204 ,C6H7+ + 
205 C6H7+ + 
*r — 
imi 
(C7H7+) + C2H2 
(C7H7+) + C3H4 
(C10H9+) + C2H2 
PRODUCTS 
(E-) = PRODUCTS 
(C10H9+) + H2 
(C10H9+) + H2 
= PRODUCTS 
t- (E-) = PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTS 
(E-) = PRODUCTS Ç4H2 = (C9H7+) + C2H2 
^ PRODUCTS 
(E-) = PRODUCTS 
Ç6H6 + H 
(E-) = PRODUCTS 
14.96 0 
14.76 0 
14.80 0 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
14.70 0 
14.71 0 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
14.78 0 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
18.36 -0 
39.60 -4 
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0 . 0 0  
0000 
0000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
0000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
0000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
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c,H; + c,H, => C,H; + H, 
c,H; + c,H, => C,H; 
Oxygenated ions except and CHO* have not been included. 
Instead, emphasis has been directed to modelling of large 
hydrocarbon ions such as C^H*, , etc. As in close-to-
stoichiometric flames, electrons are assumed to be the only 
negatively charged species in the flames. In the absence of 
experimental data on ionic reactions, estimation methods 
have been employed (Section 2.1.1.2). The decay of ions 
through the flame is modeled by trimolecular recombination 
and dissociative-recombination. 
The resulting mechanism consists of 55 species 
participating in 205 chemical reactions. This mechanism is 
given in Table 2. All backward rate coefficients were 
calculated with the help of equilibrium constants. 
2.2. Computational Method 
2.2.1. Governing equations 
One-dimensional laminar premixed flames are described 
by conservation equations for mass, species, and energy. At 
low Mach numbers, pressure is approximately constant and a 
conservation equation for momentum is not required. 
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Continuity; 
=0 (3) 
Species conservation; 
BY, 9Y. , . 
"TT * ""ïi A fe' + "."i i-l' •• («) 
Energy conservation; 
1 N 
Z (5) 
C, i=l ' * ' 
The mass flux, J^, is calculated by adding thermal diffusion 
to the Stefan-Maxwell equations for ordinary diffusion [49]; 
 ^ <6' 
Warnatz has found that the simplified mass flux equation; 
with 
1 - Y, 
.m ^ x~ 
T. —— 
i=l 
reproduces results within 2 % of the exact diffusion 
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equations [50]. For simplicity this second mass flux 
equation has been used exclusively in this work. The heat 
flux, J^, due to species diffusion is obtained from 
c, (9) 
P 1 = 1 
The flow area, A, is assumed to be constant through the 
flame, i.e., A = 1. With this assumption, Eqns. (4-5) can 
now be cast into the general form 
p H ^ If = fc ( r If ) ^  
where (p stands for the general dependent variable that is 
transported and generated within the system. The usual 
coordinate transformation [51] 
M = p (11) 
•|^  = - /ou (12) 
is made to eliminate the convective term in Eq. (10), and to 
satisfy identically overall continuity; the result is the 
general inventory equation 
 ^^  ^ p h [  ^^  U) ^ ^  
The boundary conditions for burner stabilized flames 
are 
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(f, = <f, at \p = 0 
dé (14) 
= constant at large \}j 
Solution of Eq. (13) subject to the above boundary 
conditions gives the profile of in a - t coordinate 
system. This solutions is then transformed to the x - t 
domain using Eq. (11), i.e., 
X = f (~~) diA (15) 
\jj=0 
The source term, G, in Eq. (13) is the main source of 
instability in numerical solution of Eq. (13). A powerful 
technique to overcome this difficulty is to split the 
partial differential equation into two parts [52] 
^ at 
Ml -
= ^ ^ ^ H" ) 
p 11^ = G (17) 
At time step t Eq. (16) is solved followed by the solution 
of Eq. (17) at time step t + At. A converged solution for <j> 
is obtained that avoids the difficulties associated with 
solving Eq. (13). 
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2.2.2. Method of lines 
The method of lines is used to solve the resulting 
differential equations. This method converts Eqns (16) and 
(17) into system of ODEs in time by discretizing all spatial 
derivatives [53]. For internal grids, i = 2,...,K-1 one 
obtains 
^ r 1 r ^1-1 
dt 
d0^ 
dt~ 
[^7^]" 
• m ,  
(19) 
where the notation ^ ^  ^  ^  stands for 
r • 
Hence, for a spatial grid of K nodes and for N chemical 
species, there results a system of 2K'(N+1) simultaneous 
ODEs in time. The combination of very fast and relatively 
slow gas phase reactions, characteristic of combustion 
problems, results in an extremely stiff system of ordinary 
differential equations. Use of standard matrix inversion 
methods for solution of this stiff system would require 
declaration of a large working array of length proportional 
to [2K'(N+1)]^. For example, a simple acetylene oxidation 
mechanism involves 28 species, and if this flame is to be 
simulated using 25 grid nodes the array length is 2.1*10'. 
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Only supercomputers allow declaration of such arrays. 
The computer code (TRANSEQI) developed in this study 
overcomes difficulties associated with the use of the method 
of lines in reactive flow problems [53]. This new algorithm 
greatly reduces system stiffness as well as core memory, 
thereby allowing a faster, non-stiff ODE solver to be 
employed in the problem. The algorithm begins by 
calculating transport properties and chemical reaction rates 
for all species at each grid point using estimated 
temperature and species distributions. With all other 
species concentrations held constant, the time splitting 
technique is used to solve the subset of ODEs describing 
mass transport and energy in turn. The resulting 
temperature and species distributions are used for new 
estimates of transport properties and chemical reaction 
rates and the iterative process is repeated until time 
derivatives cease to change. 
Two integrators are used with TRANSEQI. IMSL/DVERK, 
which employs Runge-Kutta integration [54], has been found 
to be very efficient in integrating species conservation 
equations. However, the subset of ODEs representing the 
energy conservation equation is stiff for the large time 
steps typically employed in IMSL/DVERK. To handle the 
energy equation efficiently, it was found necessary to 
employ the stiff integrator LSODE [55] for this subset. 
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Nevertheless, the remaining ODE subsets, representing the 
great majority of equations to be solved, can be handled 
with IMSL/DVERK. Since the converged solution is approached 
itérâtively at the end of each time step, looser tolerances 
can be employed. 
2.2.3. Adaptive grid method 
Since the flame calculations are in general quite 
expensive, it is necessary to define the grid mesh as 
efficient as possible. Smooke et al. [56] have shown that 
the cost and accuracy of the computations could be improved 
if the grid density was increased at locations where sharp 
gradients of temperature existed. Recently, a variety of 
techniques have been developed and applied successfully 
towards this objective [57-58]. The adaptive grid method 
used in this work is a variation of the procedure proposed 
by Dwyer and Sanders [59], A grid interval, A\}j ^ , is defined 
as 
n=l 
(21) 
where 
^1"'= -ir-7 
Z 1 + 
n=l 
1 (22) 
B 
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Therefore the grid density is increased at locations of 
sharp gradients. The stretching parameter, B, in Eqns. 
( 2 1 - 2 2 )  i s  u s e d  t o  a d j u s t  t h e  r a t i o  o f  ( ^ ^ %  t o  •  
Increasing values of B increases this ratio. Uniform grid 
spacing is obtained when B is zero. 
2.2.4. Estimation of initial conditions 
In principle, Eqns. (16 - 17) can be solved by starting 
with arbitrary profiles for and T. However, a great deal 
of computer time can be saved if the computations are 
initiated with good estimates of and T. Such an 
initiation procedure can be devised by neglecting the effect 
of transport in the flame. The result is 
• 3 
S • • ïfe; J, 
Equations (23) and (24) describe adiabatic plug flow. The 
flow velocity, u, can be estimated from experimental flame 
speed data. 
2.3. Transport and Mixture Properties 
Transport properties consist of mixture thermal 
conductivities and mixture diffusivities. Individual 
thermal conductivities, , and binary diffusion 
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coefficients, ^, are estimated by the methods given in the 
Appendix. The mixture properties are then approximated via 
the following relationships [60]. 
Mixture thermal conductivity ; 
Mixture diffusivity : 
1 - Y 
N X 
i=i 
Mixture density ; 
N Y 
Finally, the specific heat of the mixture is evaluated by 
N / Y 
( 2 8 )  
Thermochemical data include heats of formation, 
entropies, and specific heats of species. Temperature 
dependent values of these properties for neutral species 
have been primarily assembled from JANAF tables [61], and 
from references [62-64]. Thermochemical data for ions 
presented a particularly difficult problem. Accurate 
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measurements have been performed only for CHO^, and 
CjHj [24, 65], Estimation methods as described in Benson 
[66] have been employed for the remaining ions. The 
potential parameters for transport properties come from 
references [67-68]. At the beginning of the computations, 
mixture and transport properties are calculated at each grid 
point and stored in computer memory. As the temperature and 
concentration profiles are improved, these values are 
updated. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Close-to-Stoichiometrie Flame Simulations 
Model predictions were compared to experimental studies 
on close-to-stoichiometric flames. The experimental work of 
Calcote et al. [17] is distinguished by detailed profiles of 
individual ions through flames. The major short-coming of 
this data is the lack of temperature profiles for these non-
adiabatic flames. In contrast, the experimental work of 
Porter et al. [69] is well characterized in terms of 
temperature and neutral species profiles. Taken together, 
these experimental data provided useful tests of the model. 
In order to perform simulations of Calcote et al.'s 
[17] data, it was necessary to assume adiabatic flame 
conditions despite the use of water-cooled burners in these 
experiments. Because heat losses from the flame gases can 
not be explicitly accounted for. The consequences of such 
an assumption was tested by simulating the lean flame (18 
torr, <f> = 0.42) of Porter et al. [69]. Figure 1 compares 
the profile of total ion concentration measured 
experimentally with results of two simulations. The first 
simulation assumes an adiabatic flame and the second employs 
the experimental temperature profile. Heat loss in the 
flame affects the ionic structure; both location and shape 
of the total ion profile are changed. Better comparison 
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with experimental ion profiles were obtained when the 
experimental temperature distribution was employed. 
Calcote et al.'s [17] stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen 
flame (2 torr, 0 = 1.0) was studied assuming adiabatic 
conditions. Figure 2 shows the results of these 
comparisons. Qualitative agreement is obtained for several 
features of the flame. The dominant ions, ranked according 
to maximum concentration, are , and . The 
ion peaks slightly later than the other ions and decays 
more slowly than the others. The maximum total ion 
concentration of 4'10^° cm"^ is in good agreement with 
experiment. The model predicts that most ions peak at 1 cm 
whereas the experimentally observed peaks are closer to 2 
cm. This discrepancy is thought to be due to heat loss in 
the experimental studies. Cooling the flame increases the 
thickness of the reaction zone which shifts the ion peak 
down-stream. Other discrepancies between experiment and 
simulation are overprediction of CH* and CHO* concentrations 
relative to the ion. Since all ions, except , 
are produced by reaction intermediates or fuel molecules 
that decay rapidly, these discrepancies can be attributed to 
an incomplete understanding of neutral species chemistry in 
hydrocarbon flames [26, 70]. 
Calcote et al. [17] measured peak ion concentrations 
versus stoichiometry for 4 torr acetylene-oxygen flames. 
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Figure 3 compares relative total ion current obtained from 
their data to the model predictions. Qualitative agreement 
is good. The model correctly predicts that the maximum ion 
concentration occurs at an equivalence ratio of 
approximately unity. 
The behavior of individual ionic species, illustrated 
in Figure 4, is well predicted for and . However, 
the predominant oxygenated ion, , disappears too 
rapidly as the equivalence ratio increases. As indicated 
earlier, this underestimation is thought to be result of an 
incomplete understanding of the chemistry of some radicals 
like CHjCO that play an important role in C^H^O"" chemistry. 
The experimental results of Porter et al. [69] provide 
an opportunity to test the chemiionization reaction 
CH + 0 => CHO+ + e" 
at different stoichiometries. Figure 5a compares calculated 
concentrations of ions and CH radicals to the experimental 
data of Porter et al. [69] for a lean flame (18 torr, (j> = 
0.42). Although CH concentration is underpredicted, the 
agreement between ion profiles is fairly good. Increasing 
the mixture stoichiometry to only moderately rich condition 
(0 = 1.58) produced a profound change in the results. Ion 
peaks are separated by 1.1 cm (see Figure 5b). It does not 
appear possible to reconcile these results with a 
chemi ionization mechanism based solely on CH + 0 => CHO* + e-
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even for moderately rich flames. 
3.2. Rich Flame Simulations 
Model predictions were compared to experimental studies 
on rich flames. Michaud et al. [24] studied ionic phenomena 
in low pressure acetylene flames at two different 
stoichiometries. Their Flame 1 corresponds to an 
acetylene/oxygen flame with <f> = 2.5 and P = 20 torr. This 
flame was simulated with the computer model. Figure 6 
compares individual ion profiles with experimental 
observations of Michaud et al. [24]. Despite uncertainties 
in rate coefficients, transport properties, and 
thermochemical data, very good agreement was obtained for 
CjHj and CgH*. Although production and decay rates for 
and CgH* agree with experiment, these ions are 
underpredicted by a factor of 10^ and 10* respectively. 
These discrepancies are thought to be the result of the 
uncertainties in heats of formation for large ions. To 
investigate the effect of heat of formation on individual 
ion concentrations two more runs were carried out for the 
same flame. Results of these simulations are displayed in 
Figure 7. This figure shows profiles obtained for 
three different values of for this ion. The generally 
accepted heat of formation for is 277 kcal/mole [65]. 
When this value is decreased by 5 %, a factor much less than 
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the range of experimental error, CgH* concentration 
increases by more than one order of magnitude. A dramatic 
decrease in concentration is obtained by increasing heat of 
formation by only 15 %. 
Another discrepancy is the overprediction of 
concentration. Michaud et al. [24] indicate that the 
concentration of this important ion must be lower than 10' 
cm"^ since it was not detected by their instrumentation. 
The calculated concentration of is around 10® cm"^ 
which is two orders of magnitude larger than experimental 
observations. It seems likely that the present model does 
not include some important proton transfer reactions for 
consuming it. These reactions might include interaction of 
with large aromatic hydrocarbons produced by neutral-
neutral mechanisms. 
Comparison of ion concentrations, relative to , 
with those given by Michaud et al. [24] revealed that all 
ions smaller than (except ) are fairly well 
predicted by the mode1. Ions larger than are either 
grossly underpredicted or slightly overpredicted. These 
discrepancies may be largely the result of uncertainties in 
heats of formation data for large ions. 
The relative importance of different chemiionization 
reactions at these fuel rich conditions is an unresolved 
question. Two types of sensitivity analyses were carried 
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out at fuel rich conditions to answer this question. In the 
first analysis, each chemiionization reaction rate was 
increased by a factor of 10 in turn. Two fuel rich 
stoichiometries were considered. Total ion concentrations 
are then compared with those obtained by standard kinetics 
package. Results of these computations are given in Figure 
8. At both stoichiometries calculated total ion 
concentrations are very sensitive to the rate of the 
reaction 
CH' + 0 => CHO+ + e" (R126) 
A small increase in the rate of this reaction greatly 
affects ion concentrations. Total ion concentration at fuel 
rich conditions is insensitive to the rate of the 
chemiionization reaction through ground state CH radical, 
especially in fuel mixtures near the sooting limit. The 
contributions of the two chemiionization reactions 
CH' + => CJH; + e" (R128) 
Cj + CH3 =» CjH; + e- (R129) 
do not prove to be critical in determining ion levels. In 
fact, an increase in the rate of these reactions result in a 
decrease in total ion concentrations at fuel rich 
conditions. The second analysis on chemiionization 
reactions was then performed to find out the overall effect 
of each reaction on the system. For this purpose each 
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reaction was shut off one at a time and the computer model 
was executed. These results are summarized in Table 3. 
When the reaction 
CH + 0 => CHO+ + e- (R125) 
is taken out of the model, total ion concentration does not 
change at all. Again the reactions of CH* prove to be 
important. These four chemiionization reactions together 
perfectly balance the total ion concentration and keep it 
around 10^° cm"^. This analysis also suggests that 
electronically excited CH radical chemistry is important to 
ionic phenomena in rich flames. Unfortunately experimental 
data on CH* concentrations at rich flame conditions do not 
exist and comparison with model predictions can not be made. 
Olson and Calcote [71] measured total ion concentration 
at various stoichiometries from <p = 1.5 to 3. Figure 9 
compares .total ion current obtained from their data to the 
model predictions. The model correctly predicts that the 
total ion concentration remains almost constant around 10^° 
cm"3 from # = 1.5 to 3. The shaded column in Figure 9b 
indicates the critical equivalence ratio for soot formation. 
Immediately after this region experimentally measured 
concentration sharply increases. This behavior is not 
predicted with the present model. 
Olson and Calcote [71] have also shown experimentally 
that the ratio of large ions to small ions increases as the 
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TABLE 3. Effect of Individual Chemiionization Reactions on 
Absolute Ion Concentration 
Acetylene-oxygen flame with 0 = 2.5, P = 20 torr 
[I] - [I,] 
X 100 
Reaction shut off [I] 
[I.] 
none 2.47.101° 0.0 
CH + 0 = CHO+ + e" 2.46'10i° -0.4 
CH' + 0 = CHO+ + e" 7.60-10' -69.2 
CH* + = C,H; + e" 2.83-101° 14.6 
C, + CH3 = c,H; + e- 3.72-101° 50.6 
flame is made richer. This phenomenon is checked in the 
simulations by plotting the ratio of ions larger than 
to total ion concentration at various stoichiometries in 
Figure 10. The model predicts the shift toward larger ions, 
consistent with experimental results. It is interesting to 
note that the rate of this shift toward larger ions becomes 
sharper as the critical ratio for soot formation is 
approached, a prediction in accordance with Calcote's ionic 
theory of soot formation [15]. 
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SIMULATION (ADIABATIC ASSUMPTION) 
\ ^ SIMULATION (EXPERIMENTAL 
Y\ TEMPERATURE PROFIL 
K\ A 
8.0  
o 
T-H 
X 
4.0 LU 
g 
O 
1— 
3.0 0 . 0  1.0 2.0 
X, cm 
FIGURE 1. Effect of heat loss on ionic structure of 
acetylene flames. Simulation of lean flame 
torr, <f> = 0.42) of Porter et al. [69] 
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FIGURE 3. Prediction of total ion concentration vs. 
equivalence ratio; comparison to experiments of 
Calcote et al. [17] 
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FIGURE 4, Individual ion concentrations vs 
to experiments of Calcote et al. 
(b) Simulation results 
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quivalence ratio; comparison 
7]. (a) Experimental data. 
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Moderately rich flame (18 torr, <j> = 1.58) 
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FIGURE 6. Individual ion profiles in 20 torr, é = 2 . 5  acetylene flame of 
Michaud et al. 124J. (a) Experimental data (b) Simulation 
results 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The computations predict total ion concentrations and 
individual ion concentrations reasonably well for the major 
species, and C^H* in lean acetylene flames. The proton 
transfer reaction 
.CHO+ + CH,CO =» C^H^O* + CO 
which is frequently assumed to be the source of C^H^O* in 
hydrocarbon flames, does not correctly predict the profile 
of this important ion. Appropriate alternate reaction 
pathways have not been suggested in the literature but might 
include the thermodynamically favorable reaction 
H,0+ + C,H, => C,H,0+ + 
The overprediction of several minor species in simulations 
is thought to be the result of an incomplete understanding 
of neutral species chemistry for CH^, CH^O, CH^CO, and 
CH3OH. 
The chemiionization reaction 
CH + 0 =» CHO+ + e" 
predicts the appearance of ions in lean (0 < 1) flames 
reasonably well. 
Rich flame simulations predict total ion concentrations 
correctly over a wide range of stoichiometries. Individual 
ion concentrations are reasonably well predicted for two 
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important ions and CgH* in rich flames. It was 
demonstrated that thermochemical data plays a very important 
role in determining large ion profiles; major discrepancies 
in large ion concentrations is attributed to the 
uncertainties in thermochemical data. 
Sensitivity analysis on chemiionization reactions 
reveals that the reactions of electronically excited CH 
radical are critical in predicting ionic phenomena at fuel 
rich conditions. Experimental studies are required to 
establish the chemistry of this radical. Reaction specific 
experiments should be performed to find the rates of 
chemiionization reactions based on ground state and excited 
CH radicals. 
One of the major difficulties in this work was locating 
experimental data on well-characterized flames. Flat flame 
measurements on simple hydrocarbon fuels help in correcting 
and improving modelling studies of this kind. Most of the 
experimental work to date have concentrated on lean flames. 
Similar studies should be carried out for rich flames. 
This work appears to be the first realistic modelling 
effort in predicting ionic structure of hydrocarbon 
combustion. In spite of several uncertainties related with 
reaction rates, transport properties, and thermochemical 
data, considerable progress has been made. The next step is 
evaluation of ionic theories of soot nucleation. 
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5. NOMENCLATURE 
Flame area expansion function 
Stretching parameter used in adaptive gridding 
Specific heat of species i 
Average specific heat of gas mixture 
Binary diffusion coefficient of species i 
in species j 
Mixture diffusivity of species i 
Thermal diffusion coefficient of species i 
General source term 
Enthalpy of species i 
Mass flux of species i 
Heat flux due to species diffusion 
Number of grid points 
Molecular weight of species j 
Number of species 
Pressure 
Ideal gas constant 
Molar production rate of species i 
Time 
Absolute temperature 
Unburned gas velocity 
Spatial coordinate 
Mole fraction of species i 
Mass fraction of species i 
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r General diffusion coefficient 
X Thermal conductivity of gas mixture 
Thermal conductivity of species i 
p Density 
0 General dependent variable or equivalence ratio 
\l/ Transformed coordinate 
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7. APPENDIX; ESTIMATION OF TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
Estimation methods for transport properties were 
adopted from reference [67]. A brief summary will be 
provided here, for further details the reader may refer to 
Hirschfelder et al. [67]. 
Thermal conductivity of a monatomic gas, i, is 
calculated via 
{ T / M )!/: 
[^ ]mono= 1989.1.10 - 7  [cal/cm-s-K] (7.1) 
where, T], is the reduced temperature and is defined as 
I 
The notation [X]^ is used to denote the order of 
approximation, the subscript being the order. Monatomic 
thermal conductivities are then corrected by Eucken equation 
for polyatomic gases 
l 5  ^  ^ )  (7 -3 )  
The self diffusion coefficient of a gas, i, is obtained 
from 
{ T^ / M, )!/: 
[Djj]i - 0.002628 p. [cm^/s] (7.4) 
In Eqns. 7.1 and 7.4, refer to collision 
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integrals evaluated at reduced temperature T*. These 
collision integrals are tabulated in reference [67], for 
different values of i and j. A second order correction is 
made for [D^^]^ to get better estimates: 
[D..], = tD,.]. • (7.5) 
1 i 
where 
( 6'C'(T]) - 5 ): 
^ " { 55 - 12'B'(T;) + 16'A"(T;)) 
A"(T') = — (7.8) 
B'(T') = — (7.9) 
nr i , i ; (Tp  
Of i ' : / (T")  
C'(T*) = — (7.10) 
O' l ' ! ' ( ? ; )  
The binary diffusion coefficient of a gas, i , in a 
gas, j, is calculated by 
L ZMjMj J 
[D, J, = 0.002628 (7.11) 
where 
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" i ,  '  )  (7.12) 
T" = (7.13) 
W., ° [ W/ W, ] 
1 / 2 
(7.14) 
The second order correction to is given by 
(7.15) 
where 
1 - A i J 
(7.16) 
i  J  
(6 -C*(T;^)  -  5 ) :  
60  • (  +  Y^)  W (7.17) 
W = [X , ] ,  
M. 
M 
2 X,X 
[X 
r 
[ 
1 + 
15 (Mi-Mj) 
8 .A"(T^j )  Mj 'M,  J  
M. 
M. 
(7.18) 
X, 
2.x,X, 
[XJ ,  +  [ x , , ] i  +  [Xj ] ,  (7.19) 
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Xj  2 'X ,X .  X '  
nvT"'" ^TxTTTT ^TxTTT"'"' (7 .20 )  
"  = I5 'A ' (T: , )  -  h  •(  +  1  ) . (  -^  )  
(M^ -  Mp (7 .21 )  
=  I s -A ' '? : , )  -  k  • (  r -B '<T; , )  ^  1  ) • (  - ^  )  
^  (Mj  -  Mj) :  ( 7 .22 )  
4  r  M +  M n  j  ^ !  
-  l 2 - (  +  1  )  
32 .A*(T;P  |^ .B ' (T;J )  -  5  
(M^-  Mj)  ( 7 .23 )  
= 1989.1-10 - 7 
r T . "• " 1 
a: j .  Of : ' : ' ( ? ; , )  
1 / 2  
(7 .24 )  
Finally, the thermal diffusion coefficient is obtained 
from 
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• M. • M/ (7.25) 
j f i  
where is the thermal diffusion ratio of gas i in gas j, 
and is given by 
n c  r  { 2 - A ' ( T ; , )  +  5 ) - ( 6 - C ' ( T ;  )  -  5 )  - ,  
k  =  Y"\ 
"  ^  L A ' { t ; j ) ( 1 6 - A * ( t ; J )  -  1 2 B ' ( t ; P  +  5 5 )  J  
r  -  M  - 1  [ J '  '  Xj  (7.26) 
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